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Abstract: In this paper, we discuss a possible combination of Earthquake Early Warning (EEW)
and Neo-deterministic Seismic Hazard Assessment (NDSHA), and propose a new warning model,
EEW2.0. The aim is to provide a differentiated warning alert to various end-users based on the
results of seismic hazard assessment evaluation. The implementation of such a system contains three
basic steps: (a) classification of “potential to cause hazard” in terms of magnitude; (b) determination
of the source areas and building a hazard database in terms of Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI)
maps, considering all possible earthquake scenarios in the source area, for the whole protected area;
(3) equipping unique decision framework for specific end-users. When a damaging earthquake
(M ≥ 5.0) is detected, EEW2.0 quickly matches the prepared MMI map by estimated magnitude
and epicenter, then directly extracts the MMI value and issues an early warning to the public. With
the great attention and resources put into the reduction in seismic and its secondary risk in the
21st century, the proposed EEW2.0 will likely play an active role in protecting lives and reducing
economic losses.
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1. Introduction
The original concept of Earthquake Early Warning (EEW) was outlined in the year
1868 [1], i.e., ringing an alarm bell at the arrival time of an electric signal coming from
experiential machinery prearranged at various points from 10 to 100 miles away from San
Francisco. The core idea of this envision is that the electric signal always travels faster than
the seismic wave, thus a bell could be rung to warn the public to prepare in a timely manner
for the arrival of damaging seismic waves. In 1985 a computerized seismic alert network
(SCAN) was successfully implemented in South California [2] for providing short-term
warnings from a large earthquake. The SCAN built by Heaton in 1985 was said to be the
first realization of EEW (https://spectrum.ieee.org/at-work/innovation/a-brief-historyof-earthquake-warnings, accessed on 4 May 2021). In the history of seismology [3], EEW
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played an essential role in protecting lifelines and economy in the world. In today’s world,
the implementations of EEW can be grossly divided into three types: (1) in operation, e.g.,
Romania [4], Turkey [5], Greece [6], America [7], Mexico [8], Chile [9], Japan [10–12]; (2) in
progress, e.g., Italy [13–15], China (https://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1203521.shtml,
accessed on 10 August 2021); (3) in planning, e.g., Iran [16,17] and Kyrgyzstan [18].
From the perspective of predefined processes, an Earthquake Early Warning (EEW)
system is a mixture of signal detection, information judgment, and transmission systems
executed in a short time after the occurrence of an earthquake. In principle, the seismic
signal to be detected comes from an earthquake, then judging the epicenter, origin time,
and size (magnitude) of the quake is necessary. Finally, the warning information should
be transmitted to different end-users. As a natural phenomenon with complex dynamic
processes [19,20], earthquakes often exhibit various features in source properties and waves
propagation. Accordingly, EEW is always progressing in methodology and technology
with deepening of the understanding of physics of earthquake and progressing (even
beginning) of new technology. There have been many progresses which may be regarded
as “milestones”, e.g., (1) the proposal of regional warning and on-site (or site-specific)
warning [21], (2) the proposals of new parameters Tauc (τc ) and Pd [22], (3) the introduction
of home seismometers and the crowdsource earthquake early warning [23,24]. Even
though it is charged with uncertainties (e.g., magnitude estimation [25]), EEW has been
implemented in various infrastructures and is playing an active role, e.g., for transport
lines [26], dams [27], buildings [28,29], and expressway [30].
As written in [2], “Autosaved safety responses could be triggered by users after
receiving estimates of the arrival time and strength of shaking expected at an individual
site”. Obviously, the preset autosaved safety responses could make more time available
for reducing casualties and economic losses. However, the estimation of the arrival time
and strength of ground shaking still costs time. In general, two types of post-earthquake
estimation should be made after the earthquake occurrence: the fast (rough) estimation and
the comprehensive estimation. The fast (rough) estimation uses 3 s of primary P waves,
and the comprehensive estimation uses all observed data. The former is aimed at providing
timely information for emergency responses, but the latter is for providing support for postearthquake relief. [31] proposed a Real-time Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (also
called RTPSHA) for the next-generation EEW system, i.e., the use of RTPSHA to quickly
perform probabilistic seismic hazard analysis after detection of the earthquake, and then
accurately issue the warning information to different end-users (e.g., the running trains,
the working nuclear power plants, and schools). Here, we consider the use of NDSHA to
replace the probabilistic core of RTPSHA, i.e., we move from RTPSHA to RTNDSHA.
As written in [32], “we must be able to take preventative steps, extending results
obtained in a scientifically acceptable way, to areas in which no direct experience has yet
been gained”, signifying that preventive actions (e.g., renovation and reinforcement of dilapidated buildings) in the areas exposed to high seismic hazard, but where no earthquake
records are available, play an essential role in disaster reduction and protection of civil population and infrastructures. Following the rules of NDSHA—for a recent review, see [33]
and references therein—it is doable to compute the expected ground motions at a given site
on the basis of the available historical and instrumental earthquake catalogue, knowledge
about seismogenic zones and nodes, focal mechanisms, and geophysical structural models.
Starting from this database, it is not necessary to compute the expected ground shaking
after the first detection of the occurrence of earthquakes, but the computations can be
carried out beforehand for all relevant scenario earthquakes.
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of damaging seismic waves. If end-users are at the center of an EEW, the main focus
is on special geological conditions and engineering structures, and the core task is to
minimize economic losses and casualties in an earthquake; in this perspective, seismic
hazard assessment (SHA) is mandatory, but due to limited (e.g., time, economy) resources,
one usually pays less attention to the EEW. Table 1 shows the comparison between EEW and
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SHA. Both are tools for disaster and seismic risk reduction, but they differ in four aspects:
(1) time scale: EEW operates in a time window of a few seconds to a few tens of seconds
after an earthquake occurrence, whereas SHA operates for the long- to intermediate-term,
from a few months/years to tens of years; (2) input: EEW only needs the first few seconds
of primary P waves, whereas SHA needs datasets, including a historical and instrumental
earthquake catalogue, seismogenic zones, and seismogenic nodes [43–45]; (3) output: EEW
aims to provide lead time and the strength of possible ground motion for emergency
actions; SHA aims to provide measures and corresponding spatial distribution of the
seismic hazard level, useful for preparedness to damaging earthquakes in the future.
Table 1. Comparison between Earthquake Early Warning and Seismic Hazard Assessment tools.
Earthquake Early Warning
Purposes

Seismic Hazard Assessment Tools (PSHA, NDSHA)
Reduction in Seismic Risk

Time length

After earthquakes, a few seconds to a few tens of
seconds [46]

Input

First seconds of primary P waves

Output

Lead time and estimated ground motion values

Advantages
Disadvantages

Prepare time for emergence responses
Missed or false alarms [48], blind zones

Before earthquakes, long- to intermediate-term prediction (PSHA: ≥50
years, e.g., [47]; NDSHA: from a few years to tens of years, e.g., [43])
Historical earthquake catalogue, seismogenic zones, structural models
(only for NDSHA), focal mechanism (only for NDSHA), seismogenic
nodes (only for NDSHA)
Seismic hazard in terms of probabilistic-based or deterministic-based
ground motion values
Prepare descriptions for future seismic hazard distribution
Underestimation and nonphysical-based (PSHA, e.g., [49])

Accordingly, the next-generation EEW is the combination of EEW and SHA [31]. Here,
we propose the EEW2.0, an EEW system empowered by NDSHA.
2.2.1. From Concept to Real Implementation
In 2020, [31] proposed the next-generation end-user-orientated EEW, i.e., combined
earthquake engineering expertise, fragility, and vulnerability/damage-to-loss models for
target structure/infrastructures with predicted ground motion amplitude, to estimate
the potential damage and loss, and finally optimize warning alerts for different endusers. That demonstrates the necessity to try the combination of current EEW with SHA
before the occurrence of a damaging earthquake. In reference [31], a concept of real-time
seismic hazard assessment was put forward, i.e., RTSHA. In other words, RTSHA aims
to estimate the seismic hazard (ground motion) level from estimated source parameters
quickly obtained by the first seconds of P waves, and then issue classified warning alerts to
different end-users.
For example, a warning alert—estimated Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) and lead
time of S waves—is issued and sent to a hospital (estimated IMMI = VI) and to a factory
(estimated IMMI = VII). The hospital is supposed to take an emergency response to protect
lives to the most possible extent, but the factory could choose to continue production
activities if the engineering structure was designed to cope with IMMI = VII; the losses are
minimized in this case.
2.2.2. Improvement and Alternative
The comparison of PSHA and NDSHA, and the drawbacks of PSHA have been
discussed in many papers (e.g., [49–52]). We intend not to repeat here the comparison
between PSHA and NDSHA, and their further possible combination with EEW. We simply
notice that RTPSHA cannot adequately take into consideration the case of two different
target sites at a short distance from each other but in different soil conditions (e.g., a hospital
and a factory at two different bedrock conditions). Since sources, pathways, and receivers
are all considered in NDSHA [32,43], the site is also a controlling factor in assessing the
final strength of ground motion. Of note, the general unit of necessary computer time
in the framework of NDSHA ranges from minutes to seconds, depending on the scale of
computations. If the spectral structural information is already available, the processing
times can drop to a few seconds. In the following, we will show how to implement such a
RTNDSHA, namely the EEW2.0 system.
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3. NDSHA Approach: Methodology
The history and detailed technical description of NDSHA has been reviewed in several
publications, e.g., [32,43,44,51,53,54]. The Neo-deterministic Seismic Hazard Assessment
(NDSHA) originated in 1996 [55], and was seen as a response to several drawbacks of Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA) widely used in the world [49]. NDSHA does not
need to use Gutenberg-Richter relation in that it considers enveloping earthquake scenarios
and may include the Maximum Credible Earthquake (MCE) in the computations [44].
Different from standard PSHA and classical DSHA [56], NDSHA does not rely on the use
of empirical attenuation relations and a limited set of scenario earthquakes, but starts from
basic physics and takes into consideration the mechanical properties of earthquake sources
and pathways to compute realistic synthetic seismograms and to depict the hazard level at
the sites of interest (e.g., [32]). Since 1996, the neo-deterministic approach has undergone
several rehearsals and improvements (e.g., [32,43,44,51,53,57,58]). It has been developed as
a comprehensive multi-disciplinary approach for performing multi scenario-based seismic
hazard computations based on all available geophysical-geological-tectonic information,
and could be applied from national to local scale [33].
Although it is a young method compared with PSHA, NDSHA is being extensively applied and tested in many countries since a couple of decades, e.g., Croatia [59], Kosovo [60],
northern Morocco [61], Egypt [62], India [58,63], North China [64], Southwest China [45].
As shown in Figure 3a, the standard computation scheme contains a wealth of deterministic inputs, such as historical and instrumental earthquake catalogues, seismogenic nodes,
seismogenic zones, focal mechanisms, and regional polygons equipped with characteristic
structural models (mechanical properties) are the input datasets for standard NDSHA computations. For the purposes of computing the hazard database (described in Section 4.2),
it is essential to adjust and simplify the standard procedure, as shown in Figure 3b. In
particular, the input datasets consist of earthquake scenarios, i.e., a given focal mechanism
for each of the predefined 0.2◦ × 0.2◦ seismogenic zones, and regional polygons equipped
with characteristic structural models. Both the standard and the ad hoc computational
schemes adopt the same core methodology: (1) efficient computation of realistic broadband
synthetic seismograms are made by means of the modal summation method [32,65,66];
(2) regional polygons representing different structural models are used to account for the
natural complexity of the Earth’s structure—here, we used the datasets defined in [45];
(3) the study area is gridded into 0.2◦ × 0.2◦ cells; (4) the earthquake catalogue has been
discretized with 0.2◦ × 0.2◦ grid and then smoothed to account for the epicentral location
error and for the finite dimension of seismic sources [32]; (5) all the gridded sources defined
in (4) are used in the computation of synthetic seismograms.
As shown in Figure 3b, in the computational schemes adapted for EEW2.0, the earthquake scenarios are smoothed to account for the finite dimension of seismic sources and
uncertainty of earthquake location. In the standard NDSHA computation for regional
scale, the areas without historical earthquakes recorded are filled with M ≥ 5.0 earthquake
scenarios instead. In our case, we define a large seismogenic zone containing the whole
fault zone, and choose not to fill the “blank” area with M ≥ 5.0 earthquake scenarios.
Thereupon, in each computation, only one (smoothed) source will be used as the input to
the computation of synthetic seismograms.
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The
existing
classification
for
magnitude
and
earthquake
effects
(http://www.geo.mtu.edu/UPSeis/magnitude.html, accessed on 14 August 2021), i.e., minor (3.0~3.9), light (4.0~4.9), moderate (5.0~5.9), strong (6.0~6.9), major (7.0~7.9) and great
(8.0 or larger) earthquake is obviously not suitable for our purposes. Therefore, according
to the results described so far, the magnitude ranges from 5.0 to 8.6 have been divided
into the 12 classes listed in Table 2, which correspond to a quite smooth class transition
and minimize boundary effects.
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at the simple cost of using more memory and computing resources.
To optimize the size of the MMI database, we apply the same rules adopted to
determine the focal depth (hd ) of earthquakes with different magnitudes in standard
regional computations (e.g., [45]), i.e., hd = 10 for M < 7; hd = 15 for 7 ≤ M < 8;
hd = 25 for M ≥ 8. In general, an M = 5.0 earthquake is considered a damaging
earthquake (Table 3). The maximum magnitude can be effectively defined by earthquake
forecast/prediction algorithms (e.g., [71,72]) and morpho-structural analysis [35]. From
the result of the ongoing M8 Time of Increased Probability (TIP) experiment, the maximum
magnitude in XSH could exceed 8.0 [71]. As shown by [44], a Mdesign = 8.7 was used in
each seismogenic node prone to great earthquakes and only one node is included (Figure 7).
Following the source gridding rule, in the source area there are 16 × 17 = 272 0.2◦ × 0.2◦
cells (Figure 7). For example, the cells numbered 1st~16th occupy the first row, 17th~32nd
occupy the second row, and the last cell is the 272nd. In order to take all possible earthquake
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scenarios into consideration, 12 simplified regional computations are performed in 272 cells,
with the following procedures:
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)
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To optimize the size of the MMI database, we apply the same rules adopted to determine the focal depth (ℎ𝑑 ) of earthquakes with different magnitudes in standard regional
computations (e.g., [45]), i.e., ℎ𝑑 = 10 for 𝑀 < 7; ℎ𝑑 = 15 for 7 ≤ 𝑀 < 8; ℎ𝑑 = 25 for
𝑀 ≥ 8. In general, an 𝑀 = 5.0 earthquake is considered a damaging earthquake (Table 3).

(6) The magnitude is reset to 5.0 (and the depth to 10 km), the source is moved to t
2nd source cell (99.8°~100.0° E, 32.0°~32.2°N), and steps (2)–(4) are repeated.
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Figure 8. The framework of MMI Database (MMID, shortened as ID) to be used in the EEW2.0. The establishment of an
Figure 8. The
framework of MMI Database (MMID, shortened as ID) to be used in the EEW2.0. The establishment of an
integrated ID could be divided into three steps: (1) Grid the whole protected area with 0.2◦ × 0.2◦ grids; (2) assign a unique
integrated ID could be divided into three steps: (1) Grid the whole protected area with 0.2° × 0.2° grids; (2) assign a unique
label to each cell, i.e., CEmn, 1≤m, n≤16, and m, n are always integers. For example, CE11 stands for the cell at the first
row and the first column, and CE1338 stands for the cell at the 13th row and the 38th column. (3) At each cell, two fields
are assigned. The first field is location, including the longitude and latitude range; the second field is the classification of
magnitudes. For example, in the cell CE11, the classification of magnitudes includes four classes, i.e., M1, M2, M3, M4
(maybe more, in practice). Each magnitude class refers to a unique prepared MMI result labeled by INTmnX, matching the
unique MMI result prepared for the Xth magnitude class in the cell at the mth row and the nth column, e.g., assumed an
M = 7.0 earthquake occurred in CE11, and 7 is in M3 class, then the earthquake could quickly match the prepared MMI
result INT113 in the MMI database.

Following the computational scheme described in Section 3, we briefly describe here
an example for the 1st cell, including 12 computations. The sources to be used for the
computation of synthetic seismograms in these 12 computations are shown in Figure 9.
Each source is smoothed, with a radius of three cells, to account for its extension in space
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Figure 9. The sources to be used in the 12 scenario computations, with a different value of magnitude for each cellular
earthquake source. For each scenario computation, the value of magnitude is defined as the lower limit of the corresponding
magnitude, e.g., the adopted magnitude for computing MMI map is 5.0 for the 5.0 ≤ M < 5.5 class.
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4.3. Decision Framework for Alert Notification
The end-users are the basic concern of EEW2.0. For any EEW system to be effective,
it is essential to publicize its principles, purposes and technical limitations to general
public [10].
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4.4. Conceptual Working Mechanism
One possible conceptual view of EEW2.0 is shown in Figure 12: the warning is
expected to be issued once the first wavefront reaches the boundary of protected areas. R1
is the distance between the epicenter and the closest station. R2 is the radius of the blind
zone (i.e., the distance that seismic wave travels in the time it takes to detect and process
seismic signals until the magnitude and epicenter are determined). The grid stands for

S-wave velocity with Vs, and the epicenter distance to one targeted site with EDI (i.e., the
thick black line in the figure), the theoretical leading time Twt (i.e., ignoring the time delay
that may be caused by data processing, transmission, etc.), in each site of the protected
area is:
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𝑇𝑤𝑡 = 𝐸𝐷𝐼 ∗ (1⁄𝑉𝑠 − 1⁄𝑉𝑝 ) − 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡 − 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 .
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in the figure), the warning time Twt in each cell is: Twt = EDI * (1⁄Vs-1⁄Vp)-Tdetect-Tprocessing. Tdetect means
the figure), the warning time Twt in each cell is: Twt = EDI ∗ (1⁄V s − 1⁄V p ) − Tdetect − Tprocessing . Tdetect
the time needed at the closest station to detect the earthquake signal and Tprocessing is the time needed
means the time needed at the closest station to detect the earthquake signal and Tprocessing is the time
needed to estimate magnitude and epicenter. The orange circles stand for the precomputed Modified
Macroseismic Intensity (MMI) by NDSHA (e.g., [43]).

Tdetect is the time needed at the closest station to detect the earthquake signal and
Tprocessing is the time needed to estimate magnitude and epicenter. Due to the fact that the
epicentral distance for each site is different, the leading time at each site is also different.
However, it is possible for each site to receive the warning alert at the same time in a
zero-latency [74]. One possible application scenario of EEW2.0 is shown in Figure 13.
Fast estimation of magnitude and epicenter will rapidly trigger the EEW2.0 system; by
quickly matching to the prepared MMI database labeled by location range (epicenter) and
magnitude class, the warning alert can be rapidly sent to different end-users based on the
extracted precomputed MMI map.
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It is truly
truly a strategic choice to decide where to deploy ADS since one system cannot protect the
whole country. Similarly, it is a seismological choice to decide where to deploy an EEW,
and SHA provides important information for making such a decision. Thus, it is necessary
and possible to combine EEW and SHA.
Considering the peculiarities of NDSHA, its combination with EEW may be developed
into two settings: (1) regional SHA tells EEW where the dangerous area is, and then EEW
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is deployed in that specific area; (2) regional SHA has told EEW where the dangerous
area is, and then the adoption of prepared MMI maps (obtained by NDSHA computations
considering all possible earthquake scenarios) is a component of EEW in alerting the
public. In this paper, we limited the discussion of the second setting, assuming XSH as the
dangerous area (in fact, it is a dangerous area according to previous NDSHA results); the
first setting will be the topic of a forthcoming paper.
Actually, the most important purpose in EEW is to decrease processing time and increase the lead-time. We propose that EEW2.0 (empowered by NDSHA) provides different
warning alerts to various sites (end-users). Such an action requires three steps: (1) to test
the non-linear relationship between “potential to cause hazard” and magnitude; (2) to
divide the magnitude ranging from 5.0 to 8.6 into 12 classes; (3) to explain how to build an
MMI-based hazard database and manage it.
Although EEW2.0 is still not yet implemented in practice, it already suggests new
possibilities for future progresses of EEW, and confirms the usefulness of NDSHA in
solidly estimating seismic hazard. As more attention is put into the reduction in seismic
activity and its secondary risks, the proposed EEW2.0 will likely play an important role in
protecting lives, reducing losses, and improving the efficiency of EEW.
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